Our most expensive collection of scientific cameras.

It's a copy camera, an x-ray copying camera, a photomicrographic camera, a process camera, a studio camera, a macro camera, a slide-making camera, a line copy camera, a close-up camera, and a slide-copying camera.

The complete collection is the Polaroid MP-3 Land Camera, fully equipped. It's ten cameras in one. And it costs $1,647.

A less complete collection is the basic MP-3. It costs $684. And with it you can do at least half of the things mentioned above.

The MP-3 comes with eye-level viewing, ground glass focusing, built-in lighting, and capability for interchangeable lenses, shutters, film backs and more. And the darkroom's free.

If you want to know more about the MP-3, (or for a demonstration), write: Polaroid Corporation, Industrial Marketing, Department 152C, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

$684 may still be a lot for a camera. But it's not a lot for a lot of cameras.

All prices subject to change without notice. Polaroid®
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